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A b s t r a c t

It is shown that the baryon asymmetry in inflationarj

universe tinder certain constraints on тазвев of superheavy

bosons oan be larger than that in the standard baryosinthesls

scenario. An important property of the model considered is

that the final baryon asymmetry does not depend on initial

conditions in the early universe in contrast to what occurs

in the standard scenario based on (B-L) conserving GUTB.

) Институт теоретической и экспериментальной физики, 1982



A new approach to the longstanding eosnological pxobleme

such as the horisou and flatness problenus and the problem of

spatial homogeneity and isotropy has been proposed recently
1
~^ . This Is done in the framework of the so-called inflatio-

| nary universe scenario in which the universe is supposed to

expand exponentially, like de Sitter space for a sufficiently

long period. During this period the stress Ьепяог is dosdneted

by the vacuuia (uoajsological) term»

Inflationary universe scenario ia based on the theory of

the phase-transitions in grand unified theories (GUTa).

If the transition frozs symmetric to asymmetric state is the

I first order phase transition with a large supercooling, then
с

> the stress tensor in the supercooled phase is indeed dominated

by the cosmologieal term Q 0^
ac
" and the universe

or* J
; inflates exponentially fast»

The original scenario of this type proposed by Guth
ff. results however in a very inhomogeneous and acisotropic universe ',

о
The new inflationary universe scenario suggested in ref. (see

; also refs» "*~" ), seems to be free from these shortcomings»

| According to this scenario the inflation proceeds during the

early stage of the phase transition in the asymmetric phase

when the vacuum condensate of the Higge field tf is not

yet completely developed. If the classical field Ф grows

to its equilibrium value LP
O
 slowly enough» then at the end

of the de Sitter stage the universe becomes almost exactly

flat, homogeneous, and isotropic independently of the initial

conditions at the beginning of the phase transition •

' Thle scenario provides also a possible solution ot the

primordial monopole problem and mj explain the origin of
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injboir.ogeneittiee which are necessary for the galaxy formation .

It веете to ua> that the oddds for this scenario to be

true might be rather high» However many problems are to be

solved before the final version of this scenario is formulated.

X)ne of the aest interesting and important problems here is the

problem «f the b&ryosynthoeis Jr. the new inflationary

universe scenario* Xn the present paper we ahall show that the

mechanism of the baryon production ia this scenario differs

considerably from the usual one*

She final baryon esynmetry depends on the relations between

uasees of auperheavy bosons (vector as well as scalar ones)

and can be about two orders of magnitude larger than in the

standard scenario»

She particle production in the discussed model looks aa

fellows* Tor some period of time the de Sitter lav of expansion

ie valid. During this period <f £ H £< If^ end the

stress tense* is dominated by the cosmologicel term

since the usual natter disappears because of long and fast

expansion. The scale factor & (.t) behaves as

| where Mq> "• ,1»2 • 10 1 9 Г-eV ie the Planch mass.

• After the exponential expansion period (which, hopefully,i

lasts for A\>. 60 H~
1
) the classical field (f(t) rapidly

grows and then convergently ascillates near some constant



equllibri.ua Talue 1Л, approximately as

• t

«here fit & ia the паев at the Biggs boson U7 when the

classical field IP beeones equal to Ф
ф
 .

The oscillation damping factor У for the noninteracting

field U? would be giren by 3/2H due to the "friction"

ters 3H in the equation for the spatially homogeneous field

IP in the expanding tmiTerse:

i Howerer in oar case at the stage of rapid oscillations (3)

• (though not at the exponential expansion stage) the sain

contribution to у arise? because of the particle production

by the oscillating field *P(t) (3).

To get insight into this process one should consider a

concrete theory in which the new inflationary scenario can be

realized. We will discuss here the SU(5) Coleaan-felsberg theory

with the syaejetry breaking SU(5) SU(3) x 3U(2) x U

due to appearance of the classical field <£} r= VZ/lS •

*fo (*>*> * * "" 3fo , " 3/*- ) • «««epical ralues at the
essential parameters is this theory are the following: тес tor

meson шввев, tA j 7S, 4 tH^ » equilibrium ralue of the Biggs

field, i/
e
 7Z 3 M x ; w « energy. О **** .

" 9Mj /32T*- - ЪуУ?/1€ ; the Hubble constant at
the beginning of the phase transition, H9 ~ /«3/r ̂ x /

The typioal Talus of Д 1
Х
 is 5»1O

U
 CeT, end so H

O
 •



« 1 С
1 0
 GeV.

The theory of particle production by the large oscillating

field is rather complicated and will not be considered hero.

Fortunately, however, опэ may obtain reasonable estimates of

the particle production rate by means of perturbation theory.

To that end one should calculate the lowest-order contribution

of particles cf any given type to the imaginary part of the

effective action V($) 3A external fi«3d (3). This

gives in particular the lowest-order estimate cf the probability

cf the L0 particle production per unite time p*r unit

voluae

(5)

'., where Q is aonw numerical factor, CC =r 0 ( < ) .

* An important feature of this result is the Уц * — dependence

of dW/dVott
 o n t h e

 mass of the particles produced, There-

fore if the Ci? -bosons are the heaviest Higgs bosone in

th^ theory (as we shall admit for a while), then only these

Kigge bosons will be produced by the field ijp it) , Аз for

the vector bosons )(, у , they ere not produced in the

lowest order in the gauge coupling О since Л1 x *
в

(approximately) four times larger than the frequency УП\о of

the oscillations (3), However these particles are produced in

higher orders in Я »
 a c d

 ^ ?&ct this leads to the contri-

bution to diW/d\l(dt of the яате order in ^ sinoe

the external field is large, (0 t^ (P r^ /V?^ /f . nevertheless

some euppression ox X , У — production appears due to



combinatorial factors. On general grounds one would expect

indeed the staples'- diagrams for V{lf) which give a

nonvanishing contribution to <A\N*S fJlVoft «• QiyC^i^M

and the corresponding coatribution to &И£у /МVc/f is

к
= С-IS- \0% —

«here C —(?(l) ,/,5". 10"^ is the above-mentioned coabxnatoriol

faotor and 36 is the number of heavy vector meson apeoiea

(including helicity states) in the SU(5) theory.
с

i Taker by their face values expressions (5) and (6) yvediet

_ a somewhat larger production of heavy vector "iesone with

; M p 4 W J ai eoapared to the production of scalar particles

with 1пП £ YH\* • There can be however some eahanseoent of

ft scalar particle production if /Mrrftf<e (i.e. quanta of iP -

-field itself) because of resonant effects. At the aoraent we

, cannot definitely say what kind of particles, the ones with

TH •= lilt» or with YH~> My , are dorainately produced by the

oscillating field U> ft) . This pro bleat deserves a further in-

vestigation and in what follows we consider both possibilities*

1) the field IP (t) transforms predominantely into X ,

V- bosons («vector dominance"); 2) the classical field ^ (t)

transforns predominantely into IP bosons ("scalar doaiaanoer).

1) bet us consider first the "vector dominance" scenario

and estimate the time during which tl e vacuua energy (Э °" _

3Mĵ  /32ti transfoms into the energy of non-

relativistio )( , V bosons:



Hot*, that for M X ^ 5*1014 GeT the rale of the heavy

•eson production la higher than the rate of the universe expan-

sion, Q-fc 6c He ' • In the theories with large M ^

creation of particlee by toe oscillating field KP (+) pro-

ceeds during the tise & *£ "̂ S> H^ » which would modify

to acme extent the baryosyntheaie scenario to be discussed.

Bowerer in the present paper we restrict ourselves for simplicity

to the diacuaeion of the theories with sufficiently small М д ,

«о that M £ He* (7).
She produced X and V -bosons decay into queries

characteristic expansion time jj~ . The baryon asymmetry

and leptons with the lifetime which is aler smaller than the

characteristic expansion tim<

generated by these decays is

Я — _t—I Ci -=- '
 l
' 4 U '^

W
7T/ (

8
)

Г (<-»<•«)

Thie value is about two orders of magnitude larger than

that obtained in the standard scenario (if С and CP violating

effects In vector and scalar boson decays are of the same

order of nagnitude, and in contrast to the standard scenario

is bora by the nonequlllbrium decays of vector but not scalar

(Higgs) bosons.

Baryon asymmetry fi^ (8) can be somewhat washed out

in the course of the further evolution of the universe* The

dangerous processes are the baryonic charge nonconserving

inverse decays of the vector X • V "bosons and the scalar



fractionally charged Hig,*a particle* H • *o erelnat*

their destructive role we take into account that the number

density of X. end У bosons just after their production

is

and the number density of fermions born by their decays i»

^/p — SiMi. •
 Til
* important point is that this number

density is the equilibrium number density corresponding to

л Vac
 l f t h e п ш а о в г O

f particle species 1* about 10
2
 (a*

is indeed the case). Consequently the thennodynamic equilibrium

is established by the processes <$ *•* X wnich do not change

the total particle number and are fast as compared to n
0
 •

: She resulting plasma temrerature is То** M* (S * end

n the inverse rector mesons decays cannot considerably diminish

'• baryon excess (8). The proceeeee with H sees to be

more important. Their contribution to wsehlBg out the initial

baryon asyametry eaa be evaluated м fxK> l^/fuр {( } 1
cart3tj >

 whe
^ const- OH) . G / ^ ^ H ^ H / 2

 1C

the decay width ot Ц * Ь йп4 ^ - fQ" H . №is does

not considerably change our result (8) if fi * €3 are

heary enough { fr?^ "^ 5*Ю
1 Э
 &eV). Otherwise the initial

value ot S
o
 is completely washed owt and we coma to the

standard scenario of baryon asyumetry generation through the

neer-equilibrim decays ocff H ® -meson»»

2)1$ ty(t} ffvdu<.<i3 erainfy t?-̂ owitfthe baryon generation becomes

more complicated. She штаЬег density of (£ b<?arens just after

the phase transition is
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Then the universe becomes Friedman eae with the energy

moaentum tensor dominated by nonrelativistio iP bosons:

L

where t
0
 is defined by Л (о) =• M ^ j&Tt f p = ^ 4Jo

Note that tfae number density r>l W bosons is much

larger than the equilibrium ntusber density which corresponds

to the energy density O(0).

The further development of the initial (P -boson state

depends upon the relation between their decay rate into a

pair of lighter Eiggs bosona

(12)

and the rate of their number density decrease through the

processes 3if~i 2.Ц , ЧФ-эЛУ and so on

\ ч

Wie rates of the processes H*f~^^¥ etc are muoh

smaller.

Conparing expressions (12) and (13) one can conclude

that at the first stage of the proceoa the quasitermalization

of the ^P -boson gas takes place which leads to their
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equilibrium number density and the equilibrium distribution in

energy, particles of other types being not produced and only

later the iP -decays enter the game. This picture is valid

if the rate of the universe expansion (see eqs. (2), (4), and

(11)) is smaller than f"(3tf —S> Jl<j' ) . Their ratio is

given by.

He _ 3<

As it was already ncted, *$•* ̂ М^ — \% m.
 f Bo t h e

expansion is slow if lV\p С. 5»Ю~-'М<г) , which is true in

the standard SU(5)-model. Thus the energy density of Ц
7
 g

remains practivally uuchanged, (0 ~ M^ ^f
0
 //^ » while

their number density decreases ans becomes equal to

The corresponding temperature is l'2i *<№я.

Note that despite the cannibalism of Cp -bosons

their number density remains greater than the equilibrium one

because particles of other types have not enough time to be

produced at this stage of the process. This results in a

larger baryon asymmetry because the number density of quarks

which are produced after the successive decays U
7
—^ H "

^ * *^^ »
 i s a l s o l a r

S
e r tna?1 t h e

equilibrium one» . i/

If the fractionally charged H bosons are the

nearest in mass to (P then the decay (i?-9 H + H "" i
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the dominant one. In other case,when there exist scalar mesons

X v.lth a mass such that "?#(* ~> $ l?tr ~>$nt* , the

process of querk production becomes more complicated:

Let us first consider the more simple case when ^u^>^X.

If other processes can be neglected, then after the chain

of decays tj?-j> H + H . H ~* <f <jf , f ? . ~fi ~* ff> ff
the quark-lepton plaeraa i3 produced with the relative baryon

ехсезэ;

J°

This number is larger than that obtained in the standard

11

scenario

where f>. ,~ {Q ±a the total number of particle species
ts>t

(including the number of spin states) in the equilibrium plasma»

However the comparison of the decay rate |\а~ iW-bHH/W
i i ,)—771 i . - I •*

with the expansion r a t s (io~ VH"/fa W^tfer*l<^ , that is

* - ~ * - Й " • ( 1 8 )

shov/з that '^ ̂
L
 H

o

 i f
 ^//

 i s
 sufficiently small.

In tiu.3 саяо the decay of nonrolGtivistic LP -bosons leads



II
to the entropy increase which 1» proportional to (H

o

and to the corresponding dccr»e»e of /3 . Finally the

fallowing expression holde for /3 after the total therrca-

• -

wtere $
o
 ie given by eq. (16) and fij is given by eq. (15),

The factor № fcl + [Ntofflia) which leads to some

increase of & appeal due to the fact that the initial

number density of quark* is greater than the equilibrium ons.

To make an estimate of the final baryon asymmetry in this

scenario let ия take tyy ГГ 0.1 ft^CS 2.10
13
 GeV. In thia

case eq. (19) yields Д ^ (Lb Й
 o
^> 6 *

 i # e # t h e

resulting baryon asymmetry is much greater than that in the

standard scenario»

In deviation of eq. (19) we have implicitelу assumed that

f-f bosons disappear only because of the decays of the type

f-/ _£ Q , a , but sot because of the annihilation

/-/ -f- |-J -=> ,£ У i where \/ are light vector mesons. Let

us analyse, whether this assumption is true. The decay rate is

equal to

(20)

where ai^ 75 10~* is the coupling constant of coloured

Higgs mesons with fermions. With a reasonable choice of the

parameters ( 9?//y СГ 0.1 V\ft у? ) it appears that Гц^> \\o

In this case H-mesons produced in the decays of {O are
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relativistic at the moment of the decay H — 3 2Q , and

consequently the H-deeay rate is \У*\ц (УИ\Л Г~ц •

Taking into account only the processes tP —% (J+ f-f

end /-/ —-5>«#<? ̂ <?-£ it is easy to calculate the concentra-

tion of these particles as functions of time, the condition

Ф"? Л* being assumed.

where T ' "= ̂ 7 fl £tJ and Й (tj is the scale factor with

the norffialization condition (X \Q) /v«fl ~ ^ •

Now we can evaluate the concentration of vector bosons

produced in the process H + H — ^ ? V as

Z Ы
т
 tl Г* Г» -

(22)

which is valid for Г
и
 Ь

о
 ~ &?* ^ ^И >Мд> t*\f 4^* (her»

0^ a 2 O 0 " ), One can see that the vector meson production

is small for sufficiently small УПц { Щ^ ^ О, УН if ).

Analogously the contribution of other processes of particle

production or the inverse /•/ -decays does not considerably

! change our result (19) because at the essential stage the

expansion rate is large in comparison with flp •

In а йоге complicated case when I £
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a somewhat smaller value of ft can be obtained. The

concrete number depends on the ratio of expansion rate and

different decay rates' and can be evaluated along the same

lines as above. The baryoa asyomfetry could be very much suppress-

ed in a ranter jLnprobeble case when fij^ ^> W u .

We see therefore that the baryon asymmetry generation in

the inflationary universe crucially depends on the parameters

of the theory, and for certain relations between masses of super-

heavy bosons the resulting baryon asymmetry prove? to be one

or two orders of magnitude greater than that in the standard

baryosynthssis scenario.

There is also a rather important point concerning the

dependence of the baryon asymmetry on initial conditions. It

is believed usually that in the standard scenario any

initial baryon asymmetry io washed out by the ffi -non-onser-

ving processes during thermodinatnically equilibrium stbge»

However this might be true only in the theories in which

strong B-L violation is possible, and it is definitely not

the case for the simple models considered in the literature, in

which B-L is conserved. Only in the inflationary universe

scenario, when practically no natter is left after the exponen-

tial expansion, all the initial conditions in the early

universe become unimportant for its evolution after the phase

transition, and the final baryon asymmetry becomes a calculable

number» This independence of the present baryon asymmetry on

the initial conditions in the universe is a very attractive

feature of the inflationary universe scenario.
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